
1 December 2020 

Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs 

Dear Hon Matthew Swinbourn 

Petition No 181 – Home Building Industry and DMIRS 

Thank you for your email. Please find my submission relating to issues raised in our petition. 

We have raised these home building issues out of concern for the public and homeowners who are being, or have 
been adversely affected by shoddy, poor or defective workmanship during the construction of their home. As I am 
actively involved in the home building industry I am constantly confronted with homes where the workmanship fails 
to meet the minimum Australian Standards requirements or fails to comply with the approved building plans. The 
Building Act 2011 contains provisions to protect homeowners from poor workmanship and defective homes through 
the use of s29 whereby builders must ensure compliance with approved building plans and s37 whereby builders 
must ensure the house meets the minimum Australian Standards requirements. Statutory Law is a must not just a 
guideline or something that can be ignored.  
Irrespective of whether your house is a mansion or a unit it is still someone’s home that they have worked hard and 
saved for and it is reasonable to expect that they should be able to enjoy their home for at least the National 
Construction Code durability period of 50 years. Many homes are experiencing serious defects within the first few 
years and this places a huge burden on the uneducated homeowner having to deal with building standards, codes, 
reports, complaint processes etc for which they have little understanding without taking into account the financial 
burden for inspections, reports and legal fees. 
When the Building Act 2011 was introduced and removed the authority from Local Govt Authorities to inspect 
homes to ensure compliance with the approved plans/specifications and requirements of Australian Standards it 
failed to consider the adverse effect it would have on regional homeowners in our large and often remote areas of 
our state. Very little information has been published or advertised to ensure that homeowners, metro and regional, 
are aware that it is now their responsibility to employ the services of a private building inspector. There are still 
many areas of WA where the services of a building inspector are not readily available.  
The use of Performance Solutions to deviate from the minimum requirements of Australian Standards is common 
practice with building plans being privately certified prior to lodgement with the LGA. When there are concerns in 
the building industry relating to areas which have been found to have high unsatisfactory rates of noncompliance 
then DMIRS will publish an Industry Bulletin. In 2018 DMIRS released Industry Bulletin 102 relating to concerns 
raised by industry about the Performance Solutions developed for housing projects. Part of this bulletin states that a 
Performance Solution is not a mechanism for accepting noncompliance with building standards. Along with the areas 
mentioned in Bulletin 102 it is also a major concern for the use of 75mm Performance Solution approved slabs when 
the minimum AS is 85mm depth. The use of 75mm slabs does not allow for any error and there are a number of 
homeowners being adversely affected by the use of this underperforming slab. A copy of a 75mm Performance 
Solution slab is available to show that adequate testing or consideration of its content is not being undertaken when 
building plan applications are submitted to councils. 
Statutory Laws are put in place for the protection of everyone and it not unreasonable for the public to expect that 
educated professionals employed in a govt agency, or providing services to a govt agency, will show a high level of 
duty of care towards their statutory legal obligations and that of their codes of conduct policies.  The Builders 
Register is to show any SAT orders which SAT have provided to the Building Commissioner yet for 9 years nothing 
showed on the Register and no one noticed. Did no one raised the issue through training, yearly audits etc as it was 
only as a result of one of the petitioners enquiring as to why SAT Orders weren’t noted on the Register that it was 
remedied. I fail to understand how a database restriction continued unnoticed for 9years or is this an excuse to 
protect builders and the adverse effect it may have on them when the public search the Builders Register?? The lack 
of duty of care by DMIRS building inspectors for their legal obligations is evident in their site audit inspections. 
Inspectors who have identified defective or noncompliant work fail to refer this to the Permit Authority, fail to 
request the builder remedy all the noted unsatisfactory work found during the audit inspection, fail to refer 
continual offenders or serious offences to the Enforcement Team or appropriate authority, accept Performance 
Solutions or defective work when they have no authority, fail to address issues where builders have failed to comply 
with the requirements of approved plans and S29 of the Building Act 2011. 
The Building Commission - DMIRS, Building Services Board, SAT and any other govt agency associated with the 
building industry are tax payer funded govt authorities and the general public have every right to expect that those 



given the powers to ensure compliance is met and builders meet their statutory obligations for the relevant Building 
Acts, NCC, Australian Standards, Consumer Law etc are seen to be doing just that. DMIRS provides copies of their site 
audit inspection reports freely online and these show some areas of high rates of unsatisfactory noncompliant work 
which continue from one year to the next yet very few if any builders are fined for their continual offending. Slabs, 
footings and ground preparation are the most important part of your house and if not completed in a proper and 
proficient manner will result in ongoing problems for the life of the house and may result in the demolition of the 
house as we saw in the case of Dale Alcock demolishing a defective house and rebuilding it at no cost to the 
homeowner. If a builder, after 30 years in the industry, cannot construct a house to meet statutory and approved 
plans requirements then there is something seriously wrong. It was reported by WA Today on 7 June 2019 that 
Sandy Randall, DMIRS Director of Compliance, admitted that the quality levels of construction in WA were ‘not that 
great’. She also went to say ‘”What struck me is the sorts of disputes we get are things about what homeowners can 
see… what’s going on beneath the surface with the quality of the slabs, the structural integrity of the building and 
roof tie down? These are high risk areas of construction yet nobody was out there monitoring those.” Ms Randall 
introduced the site audit inspection program and through their own inspections are aware of the amount of 
noncompliant work and who the continual offenders are yet they fail to ensure that these builders are referred to 
the appropriate authority whether it be the Building Services Board for further referral to SAT. 
Builders can choose to have their serious offences dealt with by the Board as it’s a lesser penalty than SAT. How is 
this in the public interest and where in any other law is this option available to offenders? One of the petitioners 
queried if this option was made available to Ventura Homes and Dale Alcock for their serious offences and Saj 
Abdoolakhan, DMIRS Executive Director, confirmed it was. Mr Abdoolakhan’s response contained statements about 
the adverse effects on a builder but there was no mention of the effect the builder’s actions and lack of compliance 
had on the homeowner. These emails are available for the Committee and will be provided if requested. Nothing 
appears to be in the public interest and the lack of respect shown towards Statutory Law by some builders, govt 
employees and management, Building Commissioners and Commerce Ministers is disgraceful. Homeowners are 
placed at a severe disadvantage when Building Inspectors and Engineers are not registered, structural defects and 
work are not identified correctly, Engineers reports are deficient as Engineers do not legally have to provide a service 
or product fit for the purpose under s61 (4) of Australian Consumer Law, access to the Australian Standards – which 
are continually quoted – are not available at the Battye Library and are only available at the Worksafe library during 
business hours, homeowners are being offered undertakings/contracts to release builder’s from their liability and 
warranties, DMIRS building complaint and SAT decisions are biased towards the builder and the lack of action by 
councils. DMIRS freely provide reports showing the high levels of noncompliance and issue Industry Bulletins for 
areas of concern but high levels of compliance have not been achieved as a result of their monitoring and 
inspections and the only reason for this failure is due to the lack of action and Duty of Care shown by those vested 
with the power to ensure compliance and statutory requirements are met and homeowners are protected. Even the 
FOI Commissioner who stated “if the public could see what these site audit inspections contained they would choose 
not to engage the services of the builder” refused to release the builder’s names due to the adverse effect on their 
business rather than release the builders names in the public interest.  
 
This petition is not one of he said, she said and determining preferred evidence but it is one of Statutory Laws being 
breached and the failure of govt agencies to show a duty of care when conducting themselves in the service they 
provide to the community and homeowners. We ask that you undertake a thorough investigation into the practices 
of the home building industry and associated governing agencies in the public interest and refer any cases of 
misconduct and statutory breaches to the appropriate authorities.   
  
We, the petitioners, would be pleased to attend any public enquiry and provide evidence/information to expand or 
elaborate on the serious issues we have raised.   
 
Yours Sincerely 
James Lawrence 


